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Abstract
It is shown that there is no two-dimensional orthoprojector in the Hilbert space 2 for
which the reduction of the cone of positive diagonal operators coincides with the reduction of
the cone of all bounded positive operators.
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1. Introduction
Let B be the set of all bounded linear operators acting on the Hilbert space 2
(over C or R). Every operator a ∈ B is represented by the matrix (akj )k,j∈N, ajk =
〈aek, ej 〉, where (en) is the standard basis. Let B+ be the cone of all positive opera-
tors in B, let D+ be the subcone of diagonal operators in B+
d ∈ D+ ⇔ (dkj ) = (δkj γj ),
where δkj is the Kronecker delta and γj  0.
The article is devoted to proving the following assertion:
Theorem 1.1. For any orthoprojection q in 2, dim q = 2,
qD+q /= qB+q.
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